Flock Management System
by

Sheepdata is designed to ease the task of recording events that happen in
your sheep enterprise. It will produce the information you need for your
records.
It will also link to selected external recording systems such as EID readers,
weigh-heads and handheld recording devices.

The records it keeps
Sheepdata has two distinct types of record available, Animal and Flock
The Home - Animal Section has an individual record for each animal. Occurrences are
recorded against the individual animals.
The Flock section keeps records of animals as group and maintains running totals by
entering batches of sales, births, deaths and purchases. Individual ear numbers need not
be recorded.

Animal Records

On selecting categories, you are given the list of all these animals.
This can be sorted by the column header.
Any animal can then be selected by clicking on it.

Detailed Records:
Individual animal
records for Ewes,
Lambs and
Rams - both live
and dead.

Easy to read records
are maintained on
each animal.
An individual animal’s
record can be as
simple as its official
tag, breed,
approximate date of
birth and movements.
It can be extended to
include parentage,
purchase price and life
records of health,
services, scanning,
lambing and weighing.

Once sold, price, weight and
grade can be recorded.

Ram Performance can
also be monitored
through the service /
lambing records

This gives a complete picture of any animal’s performance.

Animal Occurrences
Animal records are generally updated by entering occurrences.

Occurrences can be entered manually into the system by typing the detail in the
appropriate section.
They can also, in many cases, be entered from data recorded on EID tag readers.
In the occurrence Type gives the following options.

All - Select from all the animals in the records.
Group - Select from the animals in a specific management group.
Import – Where numbers have been recorded in a text file or .csv file.
Location - Select from the animals in a specific location.
Reader - Select from the animals numbers downloaded from the reader. In location you may also
select from a group recorded on the reader.

Click on the occurrence you want to record.
Lambing

Lambing is entered by selecting
the ewe and entering the date of
lambing. The sire will be selected
from the service record of the
ewe or, if incorrect, can be
selected from the list of sires.
Lambing Score can be selected.
If Tagged at Birth is selected the
number of lambs is entered and
the next available tag numbers
are displayed. These can be
changed if necessary. Sex of
lambs may also be selected.
Individual lamb records are then
created.
If Tagged Later is selected you
simply enter the number lambs
per ewe and select the ewes. The
number of lambs of each sex
may also be entered. These
lambs will be added to the Flock
totals.

Purchase and Sales can be
entered manually by typing in
detail or selecting from lists.
They may also be imported from
EID reader data.
In Scotland batches of sales and
purchases may be imported
from ScotEID.
In England extra information may
be added for ARAMS reporting.
Movements can be reported
directly to ARAMS from the
program.

Flock Records
These are the details of the animals which have no individual numbers and are held as
batches within their flock number.

Flock Occurrences
Entries into the flock records are made through flock occurrences

Occurrences can be recorded as Batches, Blocks or from EID Reader

Batch – Enter the Flock ID and Number of Sheep
Import – Select a text or .csv file.
Block – Enter the Start EID Number and Number of sheep.
Reader – Select the group of EID numbers down loaded from a reader.

Flock Occurrence – Purchase
Purchases are entered
either as a batch, the
total numbers with a
particular flock mark, as
block or from a reader
(as on left). The Block
option will ask for the first
EID no. and the number of
sheep. It will then
allocate EID’s in
sequence. The reader
option will show the full
EID no’s as read.
These EID numbers will be
recorded in the
background but only
totals for each flock

Flock Occurrence - Sale

number shown in reports.

Flock sales are entered
as total number from a
particular Flock No. (as
on left)
They can be recorded by
Batch, Block or Reader as
described above in the
purchase option.

Health Treatments can also be recorded in the Flock section.

New Reasons and
New Drugs and
purchases can be
added during the

ck Retagging records tag replacements.

Flock Retagging

entry by clicking the
“Add” button.

Individual Tagging – Lets you move animals from the flock section to the
Animal Section. For example where lambs are retained for breeding .

Other - Lets you record any other occurrence you want. Has no effect on
the running totals.

EID Readers
A Selection of EID readers can be used to record and transfer data. Those
shown below are a few of those we have available.
Stick Readers are used to simply record the numbers from animals. These lists
can be downloaded back to Sheepdata and used in occurrences such as
purchases and sales.

Agrident AWR300 Reader

Tru-Test XRS2 Reader

Agrident APR600

Data-loggers are more
sophisticated devices which can
be pre-loaded with animal data
and occurrences. Weighings,
health treatments, services,
scannings and lambings are a
few examples of what can be
recorded. These actions can
then be transferred back to the
program on your PC.

Statutory Reports
These reports are designed to meet your statutory requirement to keep
records.

Health Report gives details of both flock and individual treatments
depending on the selections made in the above screen.

Other Statutory Reports are shown below.
Pharmacy Book

Movement Book

Re-tagging Book

Annual Flock Record

Management and Selective Reporting
A series of pre-designed reports are available in Management Reports.
Selective Reports section allow users to create their own reports. An
example of a selective report is shown below.
Sheep on Holding Report. Any date can be entered to show animals alive
on that date.

Selective reporting.
A facility to design your own reports.

This report shows all the lambs born to a particular
sire.
Weights and grades can be added after sale.
Averages are calculated which can give an
indication of ram performance.

